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Peace and Freedom Party Senatorial candidate, Paul Jacobs, speaking from a ping-pong table podium, gives a point home in a speech given Monday before 120 students and faculty.

"Peace and Freedom Senatorial candidate, Paul Jacobs, peaking from a ping-pong table podium, "movement and with the struggle "beginning to break loose."

Jacobs, in a noon-hour speech to faculty last Monday. campus," said Peace and Center for the Study of Barbara. He is running against Cr..nston, and Republican Candidate, Max Rafferty. Jacobs from which students are now outside the cafeteria area. students for a Democratic Candidate, Alan vras invited to speak by the that I will win" explaining that candidate promising everything," he said more seriously. He derided the rules of the political game, noting that the present political game means to avoid all issues and "to have a general attitude about everything."

It is essential, stressed the candidate, that student leadership join with the antiwar movement and with the struggle of minorities for their basic rights, to bring about a clearer understanding of their common ideology and methodology which would connect their work with electoral success.

Whereas campus disorders in other countries have had more limited objectives, "ours is broader," he stated. "It is everything - to change the nature of society." Students are going to have something to say about their education, about their choices, he remarked. "There will be more Colombias, more Berkeley, more San Francisco States," he said.

Speaking of the national political scene, he warned, "Facing us is the grave danger that I will win" explaining that the common response to dissent was to "crack people on the head." Cops have been "doing this" to blacks for years; now that dissent is broader, more serious, the backlash is more intense.

Why does the Peace and Freedom Party run Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver for President when he doesn't meet the minimum age requirement? Wouldn't the candidate receive more credibility if he were older? "We're not worried about credibility," Jacobs answered. "Eldridge Cleaver has the Capacity for blowing minds." He maintained that Cleaver was not an obscene person because of his use of obscenity and that his style of speaking was necessary to wake people up.

"Don't he himself create a 'mindless following' by his use of language, slogans and name calling?"

The candidate replied that he didn't shout slogans, that he didn't offer easy solutions, didn't offer in-the-sky predictions, but "offered instead hard intellectual work." But he did disregard the "honored opponent business." "To hell with that," he remarked. "I don't honor Rafferty!"

"I don't think my use of language is mindless," he continued. Referring both to his speaking and that of Eldridge Cleaver, he indicated that their use of language was for a good purpose. "Cleaver bugs you, gets you upset," initially "we are more serious, the backlash is more intense."

"The short-run hardships suffered by some students," is adds, "are more than balanced by the long-run advantages accruing to all State College students in the future as well as present if the faculty succeed in lightening their teaching load. The students will be the chief beneficiaries of such a reduction, since it will not only enable the system to recruit a better faculty but also enable the faculty to prepare their courses more thoroughly and to have more time to individual communication with students."

States the circular, "Any reform requires disruptions, but such disruptions should not serve as an excuse for frustrating reform that is urgently needed." Concludes the bulletin, "General Bernard Shaw's maxim, "Those who can, do; those who can't, teach," has an uncomfortable amount of truth in it. Yet we believe that a majority of the State College faculty are tired of doing no more than recting their long catechism of well-founded complaints. They are ready to act in behalf of their needs. They have placed reduction of the teaching load first on their list of priorities. They mean to achieve that reduction - and achieve it during the coming year."

By DON LANNON
Many State College professors have responded enthusiastically to the teaching load reduction campaign being jointly conducted by the Association of California State College Professors (ACSCP) and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), according to a circular published by the Statewide ACSCP-AFT Joint Committee to Reduce the Teaching Load.

"These two system-wide faculty groups are circulating pledge statements," declares the circular, "whose signers declare that they will not accept teaching loads in excess of three semester or eight quarter units as of the Spring term, 1969."

At the teaching load is reduced, emphasizes the prepared statement, teaching jobs in the State Colleges will become more attractive. Conversely, the excessive teaching load is a major reason why the State Colleges cannot recruit enough qualified faculty members to fill the increasing number of yearly vacancies.

According to the bulletin, the estimated additional annual cost of hiring enough new faculty members to reduce the teaching load while retaining the present student-teacher ratio is $30 to $38 million. "This is an acceptable sum," it observes.

The report is explicit: We oppose even a temporary increase in class size, as contradictory to the goal of our campaign - the improvement of the quality of education in the State Colleges. Instead, if the Legislature and/or Governor refuses to appropriate enough money to provide quality education in the State Colleges, we urge that limitations be placed on enrollment and that class offerings be temporarily curtailed. Admittedly, such limitations and curtailments would inconvenience many students, but if we must choose between quality education or large numbers, we will choose quality. If a temporary limit on enrollment or class offerings is necessary, adjustments are possible: most students can postpone taking a specific course from one term to another; lower division students can take some of their required courses at junior colleges; and additional part-time faculty can be hired. Moreover, students not admitted will have a potent incentive to write to the Governor and their legislative representatives and press them to pass more realistic State College budgets.

"The short-run hardships suffered by some students," is adds, "are more than balanced by the long-run advantages accruing to all State College students in the future as well as present if the faculty succeed in lightening their teaching load. The students will be the chief beneficiaries of such a reduction, since it will not only enable the system to recruit a better faculty but also enable the faculty to prepare their courses more thoroughly and to have more time to individual communication with students."

States the circular, "Any reform requires disruptions, but such disruptions should not serve as an excuse for frustrating reform that is urgently needed." Concludes the bulletin, "General Bernard Shaw's maxim, "Those who can, do; those who can't, teach," has an uncomfortable amount of truth in it. Yet we believe that a majority of the State College faculty are tired of doing no more than recting their long catechism of well-founded complaints. They are ready to act in behalf of their needs. They have placed reduction of the teaching load first on their list of priorities. They mean to achieve that reduction - and achieve it during the coming year."
The Gadfly

By Frank Moore

Crushing journalism is dead; it is old fashion. No one now goes to the newspapers for anything but facts. To get the facts about the spread of corruption in the government, for example, one should read the newspapers as moral principles. Nowadays a journalist has something (money, fame, and other good things) to gain personally when he goes on the warpath.

This is what I was told by a person who is involved in running the newspapers. He said, "Don't believe me... or is he right? Surely he didn't take his knowledge about "madmen" like Norman Mailer and the underground press. But what about the establishment? Does he make a living? Does he make a living?"

Today's and tomorrow's commentators play it safe... play it cool by making which way the wind blows before they dare speak out in the '70s. They don't dare speak out by only speaking out on just safe issues in safe ways!

The Beatles sing, "... it's a fool who plays it cool by mucking up his world a little colder." He may be a rich fool, a famous fool, or a fool nonetheless. Do we need fools... cool fools in the world we live in? A time when a world where... Where Los Angeles Police Chief Tom Redden told young people that is a right to flex on their friends to the police; in fact, it is their duty to do so. By calling the police, they are "helping their friends" (and Big Brother cries, "War is peace; love is war.

Where a TV network is trying to sell "Mod Squad" as heroes to us;

Where a major political party ignored its grassroots members by nominating a candidate for president a man whom the rank and file in the party had repudiated in the primaries;

Where George Wallace's presidential bid must be taken seriously;

Where, according to Walter Lippman, the American political party system is dying in this revolutionary period. (The last gasp of this system may well be Richard Nixon's weak conservative confederation);

And where the police in Chicago, Oakland, Century City, Berkeley, New York, and elsewhere riot and murder.

Maybe I am drawing a too gloomy picture of society. There are hopeful sides of our time. I believe that the very fact that our time is revolutionary is very hopeful. It is not only this cold fool in going to be smashed by the issue he ignores and his words ring by what he says not say.

Soresses during his trial said he was just a gadfly. But, he asked, could society afford to live without a gadfly? We hope this column will be a gadfly which will annoy and irritate.

Challenges All

He will challenge all comers in men's weight class, exhibiting beginning at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 15, in Rooms PS 104,105,107, Coten, from Riverside, is organizing a CSCSB Chess Club.

Mark Twynam

Elections

In answer to Mr. Pencoff's article in the final issue of the Pawprint last year, I would like to put forth another point of view. I feel Mr. Pencoff states only negative aspects of the class system. He feels the class system is outmoded because the students have nothing in common, and in private has stated we should replace the present system with a new system of representation based on the divisions of the academic discipline.

The class government offers as much, if not more, than the divisional concept. For example, a freshman has much in common with other freshmen, (regardless of age differences) in that all freshmen must adjust to college life. In other words, you are placed in the same class as people with the same amount of college experience, and as class members, can help each other with their various skills and experiences acquired in the "outside world."

I feel at this time the Associated Student Government needs stability. This is because the government needs to prove to the students that the government at Cal-State can benefit them. The lack of viable benefits, because of the time needed to "rule" on matters, is the reason for apathy in our school. The students, on the whole, feel we have been given a toy with which to play.

The problem is brought about by the structure of the government now in use. At the present time it will take anywhere from four months to as many years as it takes! The student feels the government doesn't try through the government, in its job of providing through a system more suited for a country than for a campus of a thousand people.

Let's cut the red tape and give the student a government from which they can see some benefit.

Mark Twynam

Letters To

The Editors

The Pawprint, in an effort to encourage as much dialogue between students and faculty as possible, asks for contributions to our "Letters to the Editors" column.

All letters should be typewritten, double-spaced, and submitted to the Pawprint office, P.S. 22, no later than the Monday morning before the Friday publication date.

We reserve the right to edit all editing will be done through consultation with the writer.
1,000 Clowns at Forest Home

By Mark Trenam

Allowing our imaginations to run wild for the moment, it would be quite supposable that the endless multitude of printed words which have cluttered and glorified the success of the CSCSB puzzle could not have escaped one individual with some slightly different impressions. What would that individual do to express his impressions? Why, he would write this article of course.

Now, let me declare, in all fairness, that the original committee and all the counselors did a wonderful job up until the people were met, friends were made, games were played, songs were sung, Romero boiled, and, in general, good times were had by all. Including me.

However, for those 24 hours I was approached by serious counselors and asked if I was the lone-wolf (if my response was, and still is, no. It's just that whenever someone cheerfully yells "everyone out for volleyball," I stick my hands in my pockets and slowly trudge off in the opposite direction. Personally, I've nothing against volleyball (parish Jason Roberts, if he influenced me). But every time I turned around there was a volleyball match going hot and heavy, and my enthusiasm became inversely proportional for that of the players. Possibly mine was an attempt to maintain economy by refusing to be assimilated into group activity. At any rate, my absence was negligible since there was enough volleyball players to challenge any team. UCLA, beware!

My unpatriotic behavior did, however, afford me the chance to make some singular observations, always to our environment. One interesting feature was the presence of numerous, small, gold, triangular metal plaques which were each crucified to a previously beautiful but now marred high rail. Every one of these plaques here the inscription "To the Glory of God ... " followed by someone's name, the bearer of the family. I found this quite an interesting little item, especially against the background of the lock-jaw, if not outright killing smoking. Is anyone's health was the danger of being trampled to death by moochers if you dared to light up. In spite of the omnipresent phobia that Smokey the Bear was lurking in the bushes, we safely enjoyed our nicotine.

All of the assorted shapes and sizes of the notices on the bulletin board, one around a momentary object from me. The latest was the increase of bundles of goodwill that we were. One was a lighting our field at 5:30 A. M. to invite us along for the 6:00 A. M. hike. Man, I dig this hack to nature stuff like anything on my personal level. I didn't even know they had invented a 5:30 in the morning. But I'm sure she was only doing her job, one which any addict would jump for. Needless to say, I didn't go on the hike. I slept until 7:00, so that I could be at the 6:00 A. M. hike. However, breakfast in the mountains is invariably more enjoyable in the city. So, after five or six cups of coffee I was ready to spend my remaining few hours avoiding those malignant volleyball games.

Lest you conclude that my experience was all negative, let me add that I really enjoyed the "Live-In" and rapped with some good people. What I have attempted to do, then, is simply to balance the pros of the same and then "funk & fames" reporting with one individual's personal reactions. And, if there should be an attempt to draw conclusions in the structure of CSCSB, it is the opportunity available for individual assertion.

Aptitude Tests, to be given Nov. 2 and Dec. 7. "Scores from subsequent examinations will not be accepted," Johnson warned.

We urge students to register for the November test as a precaution against unforeseen problems which might prevent appearance on the December test date.

All students applying for the State Scholarship must have a social security number.
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D. J. Restaurant
East 40th
"STAKES, PANCAKES"
Visit Us Soon 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Hand-made Nehru shirts, Tom Jones - others, large selection of Mexican and South American jewelry from Psychodelic shop, contact Leslie Sternberg 3560 Duffy, Mascouy.

Wanted - an attendant to live with a handicapped (but hip) student; pay, $250 plus $15 for trans. a month, call now 792-4101.

Calendar

REGULAR MEETINGS:
\[\text{SCTA Third Thursday C-105 4:30}\
\[\text{Theta Psi Omega Every Tuesday PS 202 10:30}\
\[\text{OCTOBER 1 Theta Psi Omega TEA Library Foyer 11:30 - Connie O'Brien}\
\[\text{Sophomore Class Car Wash: Parking Lot 9:00 - 3:00 25 cents - Joe McKee}\
\[\text{Cheese Club Simultaneous Tournament PS 104 - 107 10:30 Don Cotton}\
\[\text{OCTOBER 18 Paul Melmed, Speech Pathologist PS 10 2:30 Lectures and Public Affairs}\
\[\text{OCTOBER 19 Outdoors Club Camp Out at Palomar}\
\[\text{Contact Mr. Jerz, personnel}\
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Student Patti Smith is seen here consulting with Dean Hatton, the head of CSCSB's Counseling and Testing service. One wonders if they are concerned with Patti's head or career problems.

CSCSB Offers Shrink Service

This year at least ten or more students at CSCSB could find themselves facing psychological problems of a serious nature.

According to Dr. John Hatton, Associate Dean of Counseling and Testing, a number of students have been observed by counselors visiting the campus in general, about one per cent of the student body experiences psychological problems of a serious enough nature to force the withdrawal of the student from college.

Any students finding themselves with hang-ups that they can't resolve, should come to the Counseling and Testing Office. The office is designed to help them. Dr. Hatton's office offers all of the experience of a clinical psychologist, and the student will find that much of the help can be given on an informal basis. When possible, discussions may be held over the telephone. If the student desires, his case could be referred to an outside source. All information, however, is kept in the strictest confidence.

In addition to services offered to students on an individual basis, Dr. Hatton's office seeks to help the college as a whole. Communication is maintained with the faculty and administration on ways to make the campus atmosphere more conducive to psychological health. From these communications have come such ideas as the Experiential Admissions Program and the new "pass/no report" system of grading.

Dr. Hatton sees the creation of a permanently healthy campus atmosphere as his "primary goal." To help accomplish this, Dr. Hatton recommends the continuation of the student-faculty dialogue, more widespread discussion of psychological questions of interest to students, and more meetings between himself and students.

Dr. Hatton estimated that approximately ten to fifteen percent of the students on this campus use the facilities offered by the Counseling and Testing Office for either personal or vocational guidance.

State Scholarships Open

Students seeking state scholarships for 1969-70 are urged by Lawrence E. Johnson, CSCSB financial aid officer, to register now for the Nov. 2 aptitude test.

Cal state has received word from the State Scholarship and Loan Commission that approximately $800 new awards will be available for 1969-70.

We remind you again that State Scholarships are available to students enrolled in four-year colleges or junior colleges as well as in two-year colleges or in high school," said Johnson.

"Students up through the junior year in a four-year college may apply for and receive a State Scholarship. Students enrolled in a junior college who plan to attend a junior college for four years may also receive a junior college reserve scholarship. Any student who completes 2.5 grade average on a 4.0 scale, must take the aptitude test on the Scholastic Aptitude Test and demonstrate financial need at the college of their choice," explained the financial aid officer.

The commission is accepting scores from two Scholastic Aptitude Tests, to be given Nov. 2 and Dec. 7.

"Scores from subsequent examinations will not be accepted," Johnson warned.

We urge students to register for the November test as a precaution against unforeseen problems which might prevent appearance on the December test date.

All students applying for the State Scholarship must have a social security number.

Applications are now available for the 1969-70 school term in the Placement and Financial Aid Center, L-120.

Student Patti Smith is seen here consulting with Dean Hatton, the head of CSCSB’s Counseling and Testing service. One wonders if they are concerned with Patti’s head or career problems.
News Briefs

Library Increases Volumes, Services
By Bob Gordon

Are you worried because your subscription to PLAYBOY just ran out and you don’t have the money to renew it? Relax! PLAYBOY is just one of the 1248 periodicals subscribed to by the CSCSB library and available to any student at the drop of a student body card. Among the other periodicals available are ESQUIRE, EVERGREEN REVIEW, RAMBUNCTIOUS, and SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. Thirty newspapers from the world over, as well as 20,000 books are also ready to be used.

Mr. Art Nelson, head librarian, would like everyone to know of the services he and his staff offer to CSCSB students and faculty members. In particular there are two changes from last year that returning students might not be aware of.

First, there are several new reading rooms in classrooms across the hall from the main library room. These replace the seats removed from the main room to make way for new shelving. The library will remain open until 10:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday evenings. This is an hour later than last year’s closing time and will remain in effect as long as a sufficient number of employees are available to staff the library.

Second, the CSCSB library is looking forward to 1969-70, when it will close at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday and at midnight on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Admission is $1.50 for adults and 75 cents for children.

For the connoisseur, Coach O’Gara and his staff of internationally renowned chefs are preparing an exotic four course meal of barbecued beef under bun, chili, and a crunchy green salad which is guaranteed to please the ear if not the palate. There will also be a wide variety of sports ranging from baseball to water-balloon tossing.

The new gymnasium and all of its facilities should be open and available to all students. For those who already own their equipment, the cost is considerably reduced. If you would like to swim in the new swimming pool, please bring your bathing suit and towel. The administration frowns upon nudity.

The CSCSB library is continually growing, both in number of volumes and in personnel. The楚 staff is looking forward to 1969-70, when they can move into the six-floor library building being constructed southeast of the F.S. building.

Rummage Sale
The Junior Class will be holding a rummage sale on Oct. 12. Old articles of clothing, household items, etc., will be gratefully accepted. Any such items may be left in the student lounge where a box will be provided for the collections.

Profits from the sale will be earmarked towards completion of the Grove.

Parking
CSCSB’s parking headache seems mild when compared with Cal State Los Angeles’ parking snarl.

On the first day of classes at Cal State Los Angeles, traffic came to a standstill for four miles on the San Bernardino Freeway. Two hours later it was still three miles long. Police called it the worst traffic jam in L.A. State history, where 20,500 students are used to traffic congestion on the far smaller campus than CSCSB’s.

Are you worried because your subscription to PLAYBOY just ran out and you don’t have the money to renew it? Relax! PLAYBOY is just one of the 1248 periodicals subscribed to by the CSCSB library and available to any student at the drop of a student body card. Among the other periodicals available are ESQUIRE, EVERGREEN REVIEW, RAMBUNCTIOUS, and SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. Thirty newspapers from the world over, as well as 20,000 books are also ready to be used.

Mr. Art Nelson, head librarian, would like everyone to know of the services he and his staff offer to CSCSB students and faculty members. In particular there are two changes from last year that returning students might not be aware of.

First, there are several new reading rooms in classrooms across the hall from the main library room. These replace the seats removed from the main room to make way for new shelving. The library will remain open until 10:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday evenings. This is an hour later than last year’s closing time and will remain in effect as long as a sufficient number of employees are available to staff the library.

Second, the CSCSB library is looking forward to 1969-70, when it will close at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday and at midnight on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Admission is $1.50 for adults and 75 cents for children.

For the connoisseur, Coach O’Gara and his staff of internationally renowned chefs are preparing an exotic four course meal of barbecued beef under bun, chili, and a crunchy green salad which is guaranteed to please the ear if not the palate. There will also be a wide variety of sports ranging from baseball to water-balloon tossing.

The new gymnasium and all of its facilities should be open and available to all students. For those who already own their equipment, the cost is considerably reduced. If you would like to swim in the new swimming pool, please bring your bathing suit and towel. The administration frowns upon nudity.

The CSCSB library is continually growing, both in number of volumes and in personnel. The楚 staff is looking forward to 1969-70, when they can move into the six-floor library building being constructed southeast of the F.S. building.

Rummage Sale
The Junior Class will be holding a rummage sale on Oct. 12. Old articles of clothing, household items, etc., will be gratefully accepted. Any such items may be left in the student lounge where a box will be provided for the collections.

Profits from the sale will be earmarked towards completion of the Grove.

Parking
CSCSB’s parking headache seems mild when compared with Cal State Los Angeles’ parking snarl.

On the first day of classes at Cal State Los Angeles, traffic came to a standstill for four miles on the San Bernardino Freeway. Two hours later it was still three miles long. Police called it the worst traffic jam in L.A. State history, where 20,500 students are used to traffic congestion on the far smaller campus than CSCSB’s.

Why are these people laughing? Because we now have 1,300 students? Because they just saw the first issue of the Pawprint? Maybe its because the smog has just broken-up and they are assured that there really is a sun.